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A blast of truth to LNP MPs & Senators. What do you stand for?
Summary:
For decades it's been very hard to tell the major parties apart. They have both presided over: the
trampling of freedoms and rights; Australia being sold off; the gradual destruction of the nation's
sovereignty; and of course - the loss of respect for politicians and the institutions that are supposed
to work in the people's interests. Here we come to the realisation that the Liberal Party has no
interest in fundamental freedoms. We lay bare their hypocrisy and lies. It's not a pretty sight.
Two things must be done by LNP politicians that are not happy with the party's lurch toward
authoritarianism. They must get Morrison to axe the Cash Ban Bill and they must see to it that the
Speaker of the House changes the rules to allow peaceful protest inside Parliament House.
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Liberal Party Hypocrisy Exposed
Bank Reform Now supporters want to see evidence that the LNP cares about core rights and
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freedoms. BRN has once again resorted to satire in order to demonstrate the failings of Australia's
major political parties. We now see Scott Morrison blasting China for the way it treats protesters.
Morrison also seems to care about the Communist Party's methods of monitoring and controlling its
citizens. The problem of course is that Scott Morrison is building an intrusive surveillance state
in Australia and is cracking down on Aussies' ability to protest against government and
corporate misbehaviour. Activists, whistleblowers and journalists are being targeted by
Morrison and his party.
China .... or Australia?
Hoooo Boy..!! Australia has dodged a bullet. Just imagine if the Chinese Communist Party had
managed to get an agent of influence into Parliament House. The Parliament would have been
corrupted and we would have seen the destruction of our great country’s wealth, freedoms and
rights.
The Chinese would have imposed the following changes to our country:
1. The sale of our businesses to Chinese – Party controlled – companies
2. The sale of our ports and other infrastructure to Chinese – Party controlled – companies
3. The shutting down of Australian manufacturing industries with the help of UN Agreements
4. The banning of peaceful protest inside and outside of Parliament House
5. A ban on the use of cash to assist monitoring the population
6. Powers to raid journalists and censor the media
7. Laws to instruct business to spy on behalf of ASIO
8. Detention of people without charge
9. Charge people without disclosing evidence
Hang on ……
____________________________________
The above satirical article caused an avalanche of correspondence to BRN. Our two major parties
have seen all this come to pass in Australia. Who needs to be invaded by a foreign force when you
have politicians doing this to our country? The only point above not locked in already is the
Cash Ban but Morrison is trying to push it through right now.
There are quite a few LNP politicians that want the Cash Ban Bill scrapped. If we mount
an effective campaign we will help them do it. The Victorian Liberal Party has recently
called for the Cash Ban legislation to be axed.
It won't be the ALP that stops the Cash Ban! They appear very keen to see it put in
place. Yes - Albanese wants it too. Morrison must scrap it himself.
Public Not Allowed To Influence Politicians. WHAT NEXT..??
The Speaker of the House has made clear via his staff that the reason T-Shirts with designs that raise
important issues are banned from Parliament House is that they might "influence the politicians."
Now we know..!! Voters and citizens are not allowed to enter Parliament House and influence
politicians.
We were under the mistaken impression that in a Democracy citizens are supposed to influence our
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representatives. As long as it is done respectfully and peacefully there should be no problem. The
Speaker – Tony Smith – seems to have issues with people influencing politicians.
Looks like if you visit Parliament House and offer donations to your party of choice that is not
actually being done to influence policies or politicians.
Similarly - if a corporate big shot offers a lucrative job to a politician for when they step down, retire
or get turfed out that too is not considered as influencing politicians.
One of our secret agents surreptitiously gained access to the Speaker's rubbish bin and found a draft
document which appears to signal a crackdown on ordinary visitors to Parliament House.
Soon it won’t just be dangerous & highly influential T-Shirts that will be banned.
As of April 1 2020 the Speaker intends to ban the following potential items, actions and people that
just might influence a politician –
1. Attractive men and women – but even unattractive people who can think critically are barred.
2. High heels
3. Provision of alcohol
4. The use of perfume
5. Aldi bags full of cash
6. Also not welcome in Parliament are the tired, the poor and the huddled masses yearning to
breathe free.
7. Clothing that may elicit some degree of sexual interest.
People with unacceptable clothes will be given Prime Minister approved clothing the government has
purchased from China - vintage attire from the 1950s collection.
If people look the same, think the same and speak the same they will not be able to individually
influence our dear illustrious politicians.
To allow peaceful protest in Parliament House contact Speaker Tony Smith TODAY and tell him the
rules need to be changed - Ph. (02) 6277 4000 / email Tony.Smith.MP@aph.gov.au
Scott Morrison needs to do two things to show that the Liberal Party still believes in core
rights such as free speech and privacy.
MR MORRISON..!!! ... Tear down the Cash Ban Bill and tell the Speaker to allow peaceful
protest in Parliament House .... NOW..!!
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Police States don't just suddenly appear
Way before the world sees tanks in the streets pointing at protesters authoritarian parties and
politicians have already undermined their peoples' rights - patiently and gradually over many years.
Political parties are put in place to control, monitor and exploit their people in order to benefit elite
interests. In some countries the control is brutal and overt. In others it is subtle and covert. The point
is that too many politicians do not work to benefit voters, citizens or their country. Let it sink in
because that explains everything.
People must take action now. Protest while you can do so safely. If you wait too long you
won't be able to peacefully influence politics at all. We would rather see politicians
influenced by rational discussion and T-Shirts than by Molotov cocktails and riots.
The email addresses of every Liberal and National Party MP & Senator are in the attached document
below. Please contact them repeatedly from now until the Cash Ban Bill is scrapped by Scott
Morrison and the right to peacefully protest is respected once again in our Parliament.

File Attachments: Attachment
Aussie Liberal and National Party MP
and Senator Email Copy and Paste List
3.12.19
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